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Comment
I would love an opportunity to present a clean energy option for this project and need to know the contacts
I should speak with. We are a Colorado company providing community-based distributed energy (near
zero carbon footprint). I look forward to hearing from you.

Source
website

Thank you; the map is helpful. \ \ Is the station South of Ralston; perhaps 56th?

email

May 05 2009

Hi, \ \ I've reviewed the Draft Modified Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for FEIS Gold Line
Corridor RTD FasTracks Program \ \ Â· Published May 29, 2008 \ \ Â· Prepared for: Matt Harrison \
FasTracks Environmental PM \ Regional Transportation District \ 1560 Broadway \ Denver, CO 80202 \ \
Â· Submitted by: XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXX\ \ Our version is missing Appendix A (Figures). Please let
me know where I can obtain a complete document. \ \ Also, \ \ When is the anticipated Final version of
the MESA available for review and reference? \ \ Thank you, \ \ Linda XXXX \ Project Coordinator \
XXXXXX\ ( XXX.XXX.XXX ext.XXXX \ linda.XXXXX.XXXX

email

May 05 2009

First I let me say that I believe the FasTrack project is a good project and I believe it is needed to improve
the transportation needs or our communities and State. I have used RTD growing up and when I want to
attend big functions where parking is going to be an issue RTD is a good backup. However, I cannot
support the CRMF North Fox St. site. I believe the economic impact of losing the Owens Corning Roofing
plant is grossly misunderstood and understated. There is land both to the south and north of the proposed
CRMF that is vacant and would not put people out of jobs. RTD has done a very poor job in
communicating it's intentions and is very heavily dependent on eminent domain to make up for it's poor
communication and planning abilities. I don't believe the eminent domain law was intended to be used in
that manner. I also think that the two sites (C4 & C23) listed on page ES-5 in the supplemental AE have
less of an impact on our economy and communities. Please reconsider these two sites and the land to the
south and north of the North Fox St. site. Thank you,

website

May 16 2009

I support the light rail system!

website

May 18 2009

Subject: Stealing Owens Corning land is not a win-win for everyone \ \ As a resident of this great metro
area and taxpayer, I am absolutely appalled that RTD would drive a thriving business out because it wants
the address for a maintenance facility. WHAT? With all the land in Denver and use of our tax dollars, RTD
is actually contemplating throwing a business down the tubes and in this economy no less? Have you lost
your mind? I don't care how many jobs your new facility will employ or income that will be generated, you
are still destroying a business that works. Find another place for heavens sakes. Use your head! \ \ -Marilyn XXXXX
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May 20 2009
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Subject: Don't kick out Owens Corning! \ \ Dear RTD, I can't believe you would take the land from Owens
Corning for your new Gold Line maintenance facility and displace 100 great jobs and a wonderful company
in Denver. So what if you create 300 new jobsâ ¦. 100 families will lose theirs--guaranteed! We are in an
economy right now where every job is so important. Why not plan a win/win by finding land that is idle and
not used? Then we will have a result of 400 Denver jobs! That is smart thinking. Please have more respect
for the great company of Owens Corning and their workers. \ \ A happy RTD rider, \ Hans XXX \
Littleton, CO \ XXXXXX.net
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May 28 2009

Subject: Owens-Corning \ \ I know no one at Owens Corning, but I believe that your plan to close that
long time Colorado business so you can build a parking lot at a time when the Governor is trying to
develop jobs is the height of stupidity. I am aware that the legislature tinkered with the law that allows this
kind of activity, but obviously they did not go far enough. Be assured that if RTD does this, that will be the
last favorable vote my family and I will cast for your agency \ \ Doyle XXXX \ Littleton
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